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Girl in the blue c
coat
oat

The blackbird girls

Hanneke, a procurer of black-market
goods in 1943 Nazi-occupied
Amsterdam, is compelled to help a
desperate neighbor track down a
missing Jewish teen who had been
hiding from the Nazis

Relocating to Leningrad in the
wake of the Chernobyl disaster,
neighbors Valentina and Oksana,
who have been taught to hate
each other because of religious
differences, uncover painful family
secrets while learning what it
means to trust another person

by Monica Hesse

by Anne Blankman

The hired girl

by Laura Amy Schlitz

Ground Zero

Fourteen-year-old Joan Skraggs
chronicles her life in a journal when
she leaves her family's farm in
Pennsylvania to work as a hired girl in
Baltimore in the summer of 1911

by Alan Gratz

A dual tale published to mark the
20th anniversary of the September
11 attacks finds a young boy
struggling to find his father and
escape the World Trade Center in
2001, before a girl in battle-torn
2020 Afghanistan risks her life to
help a wounded soldier.

Salt tto
o the sea
by Ruta Sepetys

Racing to freedom with thousands of
other refugees as Russian forces close
in on their homes in East Prussia,
Joana, Emilia, and Florian meet
aboard the doomed Wilhelm Gustloff
and are forced to trust each other in
order to survive

Bluebird

by Sharon Cameron

n the aftermath of World War II,
Eva, who holds the key to a deadly
secret that is capable of tipping
the balance of world power, is on a
mission to pursue justice and the
Nazi that escaped its net.

The butt
button
on w
war
ar : a tale o
off
the Great W
War
ar
by Avi

Running with a group of friends who entertain
themselves by coming up with increasingly
risky dares, 12-year-old Patryk watches as their
tiny Polish village is occupied by a series of
hostile nations throughout the Great War,
before his friends begin looting the bodies of
soldiers as part of an increasingly dangerous
competition.

Out o
off darkness

by Ashley Hope Pérez

Loosely based on a school explosion that
took place in New London, Texas, in 1937,
this is the story of two teenagers: Naomi,
who is Mexican, and Wash, who is black,
and their dealings with race, segregation,
love, and the forces that destroy people
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